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ABSTRACT

1

We present in the paper the integrated workflow-based
system for risk mapping of oil spills with using high
performance cluster. The design and integration
methodology of the system are based on serviceoriented architecture that allows provide an easy,
flexible integration of any service into any desktop or
mobile client. We have designed and build 4-tier SOA
on the basis of W3C Web service standard. The main
objective of the developing system to predict risk of a
negative impact on a biota by accidental oil spills.
Developed Risk Model based on direct probabilistic
methods conditional dependencies, given the
uncertainties of the accident that calculates the
negative impact on biota. For the exact damage of
biota Risk Model requires a simulation a large number
of oil spills. The calculation of risk mapping takes a
long time, so use the High-Performance cluster is one
of the main parts of the project. Simulation of a large
number of oil spills with different parameters are
produced by using High-Performance Cluster.
Developed system is used as management tool for
resource assessment, oil spill response, and planning
and damage assessment. Integration GIS System for
Risk Mapping of Oil Spills with High Performance
Cluster is solution for automated and fast simulation of
spills to understand spatial-temporal distribution of oil
spills in the marine environment and it is considered as
a core of oil spill monitoring system.

The development of new technologies, growth of
industrial production volumes, intensification of
mining, expansion of transportation systems and
power transmission and energy materials are
accompanied by an increased development of
pressure on the biosphere. This results in a more
and more frequently occurring emergencies,
accidents and disasters characterized by
significant financial, social and environmental
damages. A striking example of man-made
disaster is a failure on the oil platform in the Gulf
of Mexico, when the well at the bottom of the sea
gushed for several months.
Thus, there is an urgent need to develop a
methodology for assessing environmental risks in
the intensive exploitation of oil and gas fields and
implement mapping of the most risky areas, where
more strict requirements should be applied for
environmental safety.
Control system of the natural system accepted in
the present is based on the maximum permissible
concentration (MPC) of pollutants. However,
these standards do not reflect the real picture of
the impact on flora and fauna, including humans.
In this regard, [1, 2] many authors recommend that
the basis for environmental monitoring of the
environment should not be MPC, but dynamic
mathematical models, which could take into
account a large number of influencing factors in
their interconnections, as well as long-term effects
of exposure within the frame of existing scientific
knowledge. These models allow us to conduct a
rapid assessment of environmental risks and
provide operational guidance.
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One of the problems of risk mapping calculations
is the processing of tremendous volumes of largescaled data by using different software packages.
To provide effective and operative processing of
large amounts of data it is required a creation of
high-performance and easy to use interactive
system with the quick response. Web service
architecture enables not only to integrate the
software package, and it allows the use of
operative processing system at any point and any
time. In general, the system solves the problem of
automated calculation of negative impact on biota
for the spill prediction and elimination, as well as
a preliminary assessment of the damage.
In given paper we present a preliminary version of
Integrated workflow-based system for risk mapping of
oil spills with using High Performance Cluster.

2

management,
but
recent
versions
have
significantly broader capabilities [6].
In practice, there exists some lack of the oil spill
modeling systems. We use commercial software
MIKE by Danish Hydrological Institute (DHI) that
is the result of many years’ experience and
dedicated development. MIKE by DHI truly
models the world of water, from mountain streams
to the ocean and from drinking water to sewage
[7].
3

ARCHITECTURE

For the realization of automated workflow-based
system for risk mapping of oil spills, we have chosen
Microsoft SharePoint platform. The SharePoint
platform is a flexible, multitier service-oriented
architecture (SOA) [3].

RELATED WORKS
3.1 General Description

Research and development in different
application areas of geoinformation systems have
made great progress over the last few decades,
also in developing effective strategies for
automatically analyzing and transforming large
amounts of data. However, despite significant
progress in this area, most of the
developments had implemented in the form of
desktop applications that still require from the user
a lot of manual and routine work suffering from a
lack of relevant services integration. For a
solution of this problem an open service-oriented
architecture (SOA) is proposed on the basis
W3C Web services standards [3-5]. Such an
approach allows facilitate an easy, flexible, and
extensible integration of any kind of language
service into any desktop client, and the user
is not worried about the realization of relevant
services in this case. Paper is the further
development of proposed in solution in
application to Web portals. Solution of
mentioned problem is the development of Webbased interface to application with GIS services,
which can be obtained through the APIs.
To implement the service-oriented web portal it is
used well-known product Microsoft SharePoint.
SharePoint has historically been associated with
intranet, content management and document

Multitier architecture of the system is shown in
fig.1 and contains 4 tiers: Clients, Presentation
Logic, Oil Spills Modeling and Risk Analysis, and
Data Layer.
Tier Clients. This layer provides an access to the
system. It can be as web application or mobile
web application, which are connecting with our
system through the Internet.
Tier Presentation Logic. This layer consists of
WebServer, SharePoint Portal, and WebServices.
WebServer is responsible for the handling clients’
requests. WebServices provides access to Web
services PreProcessing, Proxy HD, Proxy SA,
Proxy Risk and MapConvert. They are responsible
for communications between clients and
applications MIKE 21 SA, MIKE 21 HD, Risk
Application and Conver Apllication. SharePoint
Portal provides web interface for the access to the
services and providing content management,
workflow, social media futures.
Tier Oil Spills Modeling and Risk Analysis. This
layer contains the functional core of the system. It
is closed for users, and interaction with it is
carried out via Web services. It consist of
Applications, which directly realize the functional
of oil spills modeling, and risk analysis. A highperformance cluster that implements a parallel
processing of data.
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Tier Data Layer. This layer contains of a
databases for storing data:

Biota,

Hydrodynamic,

Wind,

Risk

Maps.

Clients

Web client

Mobile Web Client

Client Side Abstract Layer

Presentation Logic
Web Server
Web Services

SharePoint Portal

PreProcessing

Information

Proxy HD
Presentation

Proxy SA
SP Workflow Manager

Proxy Risk

Workflow Instance
MapConverter

Oil Spills Modeling and Risk Analysis
Applications

MIKE 21 SA
MIKE 21 HD
RISK App
Convert App
High Performance Cluster

Data Layer

WSS Content

Biota

Hydrodynamic

Wind

Risk Maps

Figure 1. Architecture of Web
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3.2 Implementation
Let’s consider some details of our architecture
realization.
SharePoint portal. Microsoft SharePoint is a Web
application platform developed by Microsoft [8].
A SharePoint portal is a way to centralize access
to information and applications on the internet. It
is a tool that assists a user to manage his data,
maps and risk information more easily. It is
possible directly to integrate service applications
into the SharePoint SOA bus, at a farm level. The
workflow feature in Microsoft SharePoint enables
solution to improve business processes.
Fundamentally, a workflow consists of two things:
the forms that a workflow uses to interact with its
users and the logic that defines the workflow’s
behavior. We have implemented a scheduler logic
of our system by creating SharePoint State
Machine Workflow in Visual studio [9]. In the
state machine style of workflow authoring, the
author models the workflow as a state machine.
The workflow itself consists of a set of states. One
state is denoted as a start state. Each state can
receive a certain set of events. Based on an event,
a transition can be made to another state. The state
machine workflow can have a final state. When a
transition is made to the final state, the workflow
is completed [10].
Web services. For the implementation of a simple
and remote access to our services of oil spill
modeling and risk analysis, we used the
technology of Web services based on the standard
defined by the consortium W3C:”A Web service
is a software system designed to support
interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over
a network. It has an interface described in a
machine-processable format (specifically WSDL).
Other system interact with the Web service in a
manner prescribed by its description using SOAP
messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an
XML serialization in conjunction with other Webrelated standard.” [3]. We published the Web
services on server and now they are accessible for
the calling from workflow. The calling methods of
the Web services is carried out by a creation
proxy-client object.

Using the action "call web service" in the State
Machine workflow, we can call the methods of the
Web service.
4

RISK MODEL

Developed algorithm for risk mapping is based on
risk analysis and associated model. The algorithm
provides a formation of a probability space at the
expense the uncertainties of the accident situation
time and meteorological situations, which
determine the pollution of the environment. The
algorithm is detailed for a specific task possible
lesion of the marine biota in the event of an oil
spill on the shelf of the Caspian Sea during the
design and exploitation of the deposits [11].
Structure of the risk model is shown in fig.2.
4.1 General Description
The Risk model has a high level of
complexity, and algorithm for its solution has a
complicated structure. We assume that in the
Caspian Sea emergency oil spill at the well is
possible. Risk model of such an accident depends
on the possible time of the accident, its power and
duration. As a rule, the subsoil user uses the
calculation method of the production risk as a
model in the industry. In this paper, it is assumed
that the parameters of a possible accident (time,
power and duration) and its probability (risk) is
the input to the described here model of risk
mapping. By changing the parameters within the
prescribed limits of the accident and performing
multiple calculations within these limits, it is
possible to form a set of possible states of the
environment, in this case of the Caspian Sea.
The main amount of calculations is connected
with the calculation of risk maps of oil pollution
of the sea. The first step is the formation the
package of meteorological situation. The next step
is the calculation of hydrodynamics of the sea over
the expected period to cover all meteorological
situation. The calculation of the Caspian Sea
hydrodynamics is performed on the model MIKE21, module HD (HydroDynamics) [12], developed
by the Danish Hydrological Institute (DHI). This
model proved to be very effective in the shallow
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υ- index of a random variable corresponding to the
class [14].
The final step on the risk analysis of oil
pollution of the sea is risk mapping. For this it is
necessary to introduce the concept of risk
measure. The model is based on considerations of
the most informative and measures, it takes the
following measures of risk:
measure of the risk of exceeding health standards
A*:

part of the Caspian Sea, since it is based on the
numerical solution of shallow water equations.
The next step, including the calculation of oil
pollution of the sea, forms a set of possible states
of a possible spread of the oil spill. The
calculation of transport and transformation of
poured oil as a result of the accident, was
implemented with help of SA (SpillAnalysis) [13]
complex MIKE-21.
Mandatory step in the analysis is to rank the
results of calculation of the random variable to
estimate the density distribution. For this purpose
in this space a specific gradation (classes) of a
random variable, the so-called "preference
relation" should be set. These classes are divided
into the whole set of random variable. The model
is performed by ranking the degree of oil pollution
of the sea surface (the thickness of the oil film),
and retains the spatial distribution, which
corresponds to the problem of risk mapping. Final
structuring a set of random variables in the model
is performed by calculating the frequency of the
class oil concentration in the surface of each cell
(x; y). The result is a data matrix Pv (x, y), where



R( x, y)  P( x, y) X  A*



(1)
and a measure of risk on average exceed health
standards A*:
P( x, y) X  A*
Q( x, y) 
(2)
max P( x, y) X  A*
In the calculations for the unit of measurement the
thickness of the oil film was adopted, and for
health standard this is the minimum thickness at
which its remains the same continuity. After
receiving the risk maps of oil pollution exceed of
health standards was imposed on the map of biota,
and it identifies areas with the highest risk for
living organisms.









Sea

Meteosituations

Hydrodynamic
MIKE 21 HD

Accident (time, power
and duration)

Oil spill
MIKE 21 SA

Average risk of oil pollution

Risk of oil pollution
Health standard A*

Map the impact of oil pollution
on the biota

Biota

Map the impact of oil pollution
on the biota

Figure 2. Structure of the risk model
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4.2 Implementation

5

AUTOMATION OIL SPILL MODELING

To implement Risk model it is developed
application “Risk App” that builds the following
maps:
1) Map the average risk of oil pollution exceed of
the health standard.
2) Map the risk of oil pollution exceed of the
health standard.
3) Map the impact of oil pollution on the biota
based on the average risk of oil pollution exceed
of the health standard.
4) Map the impact of oil pollution on the biota
based on the risk of oil pollution exceed of the
health standard.
For getting the risk maps of negative impact
on the biota we used modeled data of oil spill for
the possible accident period. Data of oil spill are
stored in the files. Information in the files is
presented in the form of two-dimensional
matrices, containing an oil film thickness, that are
distributed on the time series. To implement risk
module programming language C# has been
selected, because it is possible to work with the
library DHI.Generic.MikeZero.DFS that provides
access to the methods of processing the data file.
For manage the application Risk App
implemented web service Proxy Risk. The web
service receives the necessary parameters then it
starts the calculation. Web service provides
information on the status of implementation and
opportunity to interrupt the calculation. In the web
service Proxy Risk a mechanism for parallel
programs running on a compute cluster was
implemented, because of a lot of the input files.
After the calculation of received risk values they
are converted to vector map that displays on a web
portal. Converter to vector maps was developed on
the Python programming language that uses
software tools DHI MIKE 21.

The algorithm of obtaining the file of oil spill
consists of the following operations:
1) Creation of three-dimensional model of a
bathymetry and hypsometry of the Caspian Sea
(bathimetry_1km.dfs2);
2) Interpolation of data on atmospheric pressure
and wind speeds on a grid 1km*1km
(wind1km.dfs2 file);
3) Input data of sea surface temperature;
4) Calculation of hydrodynamics of the Caspian
Sea (level1km.dfs2 file);
5) Cutting of the file of the forecast of a wind of
wind1km.dfs2 (wind1km_area.dfs2);
6) Determination a power of a source of oil
pollution (source.dfs0);
7) Input data of the surface level of the North
Caspian (Initial Surface Elevation);
8) Oil spill calculation for the specified period
(oil.dfs2);
Creation of three-dimensional model of a
bathymetry and hypsometry of the Caspian Sea on
a grid of 1 km*1 km in size was executed with
Bathymetries tool in MIKE21 software. MIKE 21
is a computer program that simulates flows,
waves, sediments and ecology in rivers, lakes,
estuaries, bays, coastal areas and seas in two
dimensions [15]. For oil spill modeling we have
used MIKE 21 HD [12] module to calculate
hydrodynamic and MIKE 21 SA [13] module to
calculate oil spill. Before carrying out the
necessary calculations, it is required to make
preliminary operations with input data.
Figure 3 illustrates updated and specified model of
bathymetry of the Caspian Sea and relief of its
coastal zone according to space data.
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Figure 3. Model of bathymetry and relief for the Caspian Sea

Data on the atmospheric pressure (P) and wind
speeds (to u, v) were provided by the European
Center of medium-term weather forecasts
(ECMWF). The example of data on atmospheric
pressure and wind speeds is shown in figure 4.

Figure 4. Data on atmospheric pressure and wind speeds
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To calculate the hydrodynamic and oil spill we
used software MIKE 21 (DHI).
Hydrodynamic calculation module MIKE21 HD
requires a configuration file, which involves path
to bathymetry file, post-processed wind files and
file with information about initial surface
elevations. With one configuration file, we can
calculate only one hydrodynamics file. A
configuration files generator was written to
automate the process of obtaining a large number
of hydrodynamics files and running them on the
calculation. The same automation process was
made to calculate the oil spill. Oil spill calculation
module MIKE 21 SA requires a configuration file,
which involves path to hydrodynamics file, postprocessed wind-area files and source files. Source
files are generated by using PreProcessing webservice with extension dfs0.

The value of the power of accident generated
randomly is stored in these files, fig.5

Figure 5. File source.dfs0

The scheme of data interaction in MIKE 21
software is presented in figure 6.

̶ Configuration files for the calculation of models.
̶ Configuration files for different operations with data in MIKE 21 software (approximation,
charting, etc.).
̶ Input data files.
– The results of models calculations.

conversion, mapping,

Figure 6. Scheme of data interaction

Calculations of a wind, hydrodynamics and oil
spills are carried out using parallel computing with
supercomputer. Three corresponding methods for
start of calculations on the modules are realized in

web services. All of them work by one general
principle represented in fig. 7.
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Scanning of directory on existence of
configuration files

Configuration files aren't found

The number of allocated
nodes and cores for
calculations is specified at task
creation in HPC Cluster
Manager

Configuration files are found

Send a request for creating task for
calculation to the HPC Cluster Manager

Create a task for each of the found
configuration files and add all tasks to a
job

After job starts the HPC
Cluster Manager distributes
tasks of the allocated nodes.

send a request to HPC Cluster Manager
for start of the created task

Waiting for completion of
calculations

Figure 7. Diagram of start of parallel calculations

Generation of configuration files is provided by
PreProcessing web service. The following stage
after generation of configuration files is the
scanning of a directory of configuration files. The
next step is sending HTTP request for task
creation for calculation to HPC Cluster Manager.
Further for each configuration file task is created.
Then all tasks are added to a job.
JobManager.AddTask(new
NewJobParams(jobName, hpcCommand,
m_jobId, stdOutFilePath, stdErrFilePath,
nodesList, coresCount));

The result of calculation of oil spill is the oil spill
file – oil.dfs2 (figure 8). The average size of the
file is 21 Mb. The file consist of 2400 matrixes,
each of which contains values of thickness of oil
film in millimeters with a temporary step of 3
minutes.

Figure 8. File oil.dfs2

Automation oil spill modeling process allows
multiple calculations without the participation of
the expert.
6

WORKFLOW-BASED SYSTEM FOR
RISK MAPPING OF OIL SPILLS

6.1 General Description
Automation system includes the integration of the
portal with the automated process of modeling oil
spill, risk model and converter module.

Automation of the system is implemented by
using SharePoint workflow. In short, it is an
algorithm that a sets of rules and steps that
determine the action, which will be taken on the
data, after you add or update. The workflow
scheme of risk mapping calculation is shown in
fig. 9.
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Create Approval
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Prepare configuration HD files
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CalculateWindSt
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Calculate wind
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CalculateHDState

Calculate Hydrodynamic

Proxy HD
Service

PrepareSAState

CalculateWindAr
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Calculate wind area

CalculateSAState

Calculate oil spill

Proxy SA
Service

CalculateRiskStat
e

Calculate risk

Proxy Risk
Service

ConvertState

Create map

Map Converter
Service

PublishState

Publish map on the portal

FinalState

Figure 9. State Machine workflow scheme of risk mapping calculation

This diagram shows the workflow states. Each
state includes the processes. Depending on the
processes implementation, a decision to transition
to the next state will have made. SharePoint 2010
offers a template to create the state machine
workflow in Visual Studio 2010. State machine
workflows provide a modeling style with which
you can model your workflow in event-driven
manner. A StateMachine activity contains the
states and transitions that make up the logic of the
state machine, and can be used anywhere in any
activity. There are several classes in the state
machine runtime:
- StateMachine
- State

- Transition
To create a state machine workflow, states are
added to a StateMachine activity, and transitions
are used for the control the flow between states.
WorkflowInitialState is the initial state and
represents the first state in the workflow. This is
designated by the line leading to it from the Start
node. The final state in the workflow is named
FinalState, and represents the point at which the
workflow is finished [16]. An Order list was
created in SharePoint portal. Users can add orders
for calculations in this list. The order must contain
the following information: priority, well
information, start period date, end period date,
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latitude, longitude, oil information and accident
probability.
The calculating risk mapping process starts from
the moment when user has added order to Order
list, WorkflowInitialState. Expert must review the
order. The next step is to create the task assigned
to expert, then ApprovalState state sets. After
viewing expert make a decision approving or
rejecting the order. In case of rejection the
workflow is finished, and the user receives a
notice of rejection. In case of approval
PrepareHDState state is sets. As shown in figure
9, automated workflow makes a transition from
state to state. In order to monitoring the process
through the portal tasks were created in each state.
The workflow stores all data from order in
variables of workflow. Workflow is transmitting
of paths and parameters to web services, and it
keeps the status of the web service process. Risk
mapping on the portal is implemented by using
Google maps API. After the publication of the risk
map on the portal the user receives a link to the
map. A preliminary test results are presented in
paragraph 6.2.
6.2 Preliminary Testing
Order parameters:
Title

Test

Priority

High

Well

Well 1

Start period date

03.06.2013

End period date

04.06.2013

Accident probability

100

Accident duration (hours)

6

Latitude

5 143 256

Longitude

627 521

Oil viscosity

3,66

Oil temperature

10

Relative oil temperature

12

Asphaltenes content

15%

Wax content

20%

Well debit

1

Fraction 1

25,09%

Fraction 2

11,93%

Fraction 3

10,31%

Fraction 4

7,95%

Fraction 5

5,28%

Fraction 6

19,88%

Fraction 7

9,56%

Fraction 8

10,00%

Test No. 1
1) The sample size - 2
2) The number of nodes involved in the
calculation - 3
3) Number of source files – 4
4) Number of configuration files for the
hydrodynamic calculation - 24
5) Hydrodynamic calculation time – 5 hours
6) Number of configuration files for the oil spill
calculation - 48
7) Generation time of configuration files - less
than a minute
8) Oil spill calculation time - 57 minutes
9) The results of the module Risk - 1 file
10) Risk calculation time - 5 minutes
11) Files conversion time - 3 minutes
12) Maps publication time - less than a minute
13) Complete calculation time - 6 hours 5 minutes
The result of calculation is four types of risk map,
which are shown in fig.10, fig.11, fig.12, fig.13:
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Figure 10. The map of average risk of oil pollution at excess of limit admissible level (test 1)

Figure 11. The risk map of oil pollution at excess of limit admissible level (test 1)

Figure 12. The map of impact of oil pollution on a biota, which is based on average risk of oil pollution at excess of limit
admissible level (test 1)
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Figure13. The map of impact of oil pollution on a biota, which is based on risk of oil pollution at excess of limit admissible level
(test 1)

Test No. 2
1) The sample size - 10
2) The number of nodes involved in the
calculation - 3
3) Number of source files – 20
4) Number of configuration files for the
hydrodynamic calculation - 24
5) Hydrodynamic calculation time – 5 hours
6) Number of configuration files for the oil spill
calculation - 240

7) Generation time of configuration files - less
than a minute
8) Oil spill calculation time – 4 hours 26 minutes
9) The results of the module Risk - 1 file
10) Risk calculation time - 8 minutes
11) Files conversion time - 3 minutes
12) Maps publication time - less than a minute
13) Complete calculation time - 9 hours 40
minutes
The result of calculation is four types of risk map,
which are shown in fig.14, fig.15, fig.16, fig.17:

Figure 14. The map of average risk of oil pollution at excess of limit admissible level (test 2)
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Figure 15. The risk map of oil pollution at excess of limit admissible level (test 2)

Figure 16. The map of impact of oil pollution on a biota, which is based on average risk of oil pollution at excess of limit
admissible level (test 2)

Figure 17. The map of impact of oil pollution on a biota, which is based on risk of oil pollution at excess of limit admissible level
(test 2)
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Test No. 3
1) The sample size - 100
2) The number of nodes involved in the
calculation - 3
3) Number of source files – 200
4) Number of configuration files for the oil spill
calculation - 24
5) Hydrodynamic calculation time – 5 hours
6) Number of configuration files for the oil spill
calculation - 2400
7) Generation time of configuration files - 2
minute
8) Oil spill calculation time – 20 hours 54 minutes

9) The results of the module Risk - 1 file
10) Risk calculation time - 36 minutes
11) Files conversion time - 5 minutes
12) Maps publication time - less than a minute
13) Complete calculation time - 26 hours 40
minutes
The result of calculation is four types of risk map,
which are shown in fig.18, fig.19, fig.20, fig.21:

Figure 18. The map of average risk of oil pollution at excess of limit admissible level (test 3)

Figure 19. The risk map of oil pollution at excess of limit admissible level (test 3)
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Figure 20. The map of impact of oil pollution on a biota, which is based on average risk of oil pollution at excess of limit
admissible level (test 3)

Figure 21. The map of impact of oil pollution on a biota, which is based on risk of oil pollution at excess of limit admissible level
(test 3)

7

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented in the paper the integrated
workflow-based system for risk mapping of oil
spills with using high performance cluster. The
design and integration methodology of the system
are based on service-oriented architecture that
allows provide an easy, flexible integration of any
service into any desktop or mobile client. We have
designed and build 4-tier SOA on the basis of
W3C Web service standard.
The process of multiple modeling of oil spills has
been automated on the high performance cluster.
The Risk model for risk assessment is
implemented as an application.

State machine workflow was created to automate
workflow-based system for risk mapping of oil
spills. We have developed the portal with userfriendly interface and sequence of user order
processing. After testing, the system a number of
risk maps that are displayed the scopes of damage
in case of emergency oil spill were obtained.
In the future for a modernization the system and
producing new biota and meteorology data the
integration with system of remote sensing of Earth
is planned.
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